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Geoff Makhubo - tainted from the outset? 

Johannesburg has a new Mayor - Geoff Makhubo - after the ANC won support from 

the IFP, Cope, UDM and 2 errant DA councillors in council yesterday 

(www.businesslive.co.za). This was after a week-long struggle to agree on what a 

majority is in the election of a Mayor, with the Gauteng government threatening to 

intervene if resolution was not seen by tomorrow. While appropriately qualified and 

well experienced in the City of Johannesburg, where Makhubo was Member of the 

Mayoral Committee (MMC) for Finance under former mayor Parks Tau, Makhubo is 

tainted by a relationship with Regiments Capital (amabhungane.org). It is a 

connection that the new mayor will find difficult to escape, especially from a likely 

bitter EFF, smarting from the pain of losing its king-making role in South Africa's 

wealthiest city. 

An unfortunate association 

Few would dispute 51 year-old Makhubo's inherent suitability as Mayor - he is Soweto-born, well qualified - with a BComm 

from Wits and managerial training - and knows the City well, rising through the ranks of the ANC's Johannesburg Region, 

where he progressed from regional treasurer to regional leader and caucus leader in Johannesburg's City 

Council (en.wikipedia.org).  

It is this position that afforded him candidacy as Mayor, which was won yesterday, in spite of accusations of corruption 

which were published a year ago (amabhungane.org). The core of the story surround allegations that Makhubo’s company 

took a 10% cut (R30m) from Gupta-linked Regiment Capital to “maintain … strategic relationships on behalf of Regiments” 

- a relationship that became conflicted once Makhubo became regional treasurer for the ANC and MMC for Finance in 

Johannesburg. 

Given his predecessor's focus on tackling corruption in Johannesburg, and the questions raised around Regiments, as well 

as the City's Afrirent contracts (amabhungane.org) corruption cannot slide off the City's strategic agenda, but as 

AmaBhungane queries "is Makhubo really the right leader to clean house?" 
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Makhubo is likely to face considerable heat from opposition parties, with the DA already launching an SMS campaign last 

night labelling the ANC as "corrupt". The ANC has defended the choice saying that its Integrity Committee is looking into 

the allegation (which Makhubo has denied, www.dailymaverick.co.za), but it is unlikely that the story will recede quickly or 

be forgotten by opposition parties or the media.  
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